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Rulebook on the enforcement of sentence to community service 

 „Official Gazette of the Republic of Serbia" No. 20/2008 

 

             Rulebook on the enforcement of sentence to community service stipulates the 

enforcement to work in public interest, imposed in criminal proceedings as well as the 

status of trustee, conditions for determining a trustee, competences, manner of work, 

responsibilities, duties and keeping evidence of trustees. Community service is 

performed in a manner that excludes any form of discrimination, including 

discrimination by sex, and in a way by which the prisoner and his family are guaranteed 

respect of human dignity, fundamental rights and freedoms and privacy. Community 

service is a socially useful, free and does not serve for profit-making, and by doing it, it 

is strived for the development of a more responsible attitude of a prisoner towards 

society and the consequences of his own actions. Being such, the sentence of 

community service is very suitable for women as perpetrators of certain crimes, 

because, given the characteristics and the etiology of female, it enables achievement of 

purpose of punishment without closing and marked negative impact that imprisonment 

sentence has on women's health and her social status. 

              As well, the Rulebook on enforcement of sentence to community service, as 

well as the majority of relevant rulebooks, from the aspect of realization of appropriate 

gender dimension, requires adjustments in terminology. Word "female/male prisoner" 

or "convicted person" instead of prisoner, from the aspect of gender equality, and to use 

term "male/female trustee" instead of trustee". 

 The Rulebook does not contain special provisions related to women sentenced 

to community service, or special provisions related to female trustees and that is not 

necessary bearing in mind the manner of stipulating the process of the enforcement of 

this sanction. It is only necessary to stress out, that female prisoner which was 

previously subjected to any kind of violence, should be treated with a special attention 

and that the manner of realization of community service is thus that it enables 

application of special physical and mental health support programs for women, victims 

of violence.  
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              Aimed at emphasizing the care on gender dimension both in the case of the 

enforcement of sentence to community service, it is useful to predict with a general 

provision that in case of bringing any decision related to community service realisation, 

special attention will be paid to physical, expert, social and psychological need of 

women.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


